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Abstract

The effectiveness of computational fluid dynamics modeling as a tool for re-

searching fuel-lean, low temperature engine combustion strategies relies on its

capability to capture the local fluid flow properties that affect spray dynam-

ics, mixture preparation and ignition kinetics. In this study, a comprehen-

sive model of an optically accessible, single-cylinder light-duty diesel engine

was developed for engine combustion research. The computational model

includes the realistic combustion chamber and ducts geometries. Variable

orientation throttles in the intake ducts were modeled to reproduce variable

swirl generation. Full induction stroke calculations were run over a portfo-

lio of intake swirl conditions, and validated against extensive measurements

featuring global intake swirl ratios, in-cylinder particle image velocimetry

(PIV)-measured velocity fields and swirl centers. The results showed good

agreement with the experiments, and the model was used to understand the

effects of different swirl generation strategies on the in-cylinder flow field.

The implications of using simplified sector mesh geometries on the predic-
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tiveness of in-cylinder flow and turbulence quantities are described.

Keywords: engine CFD, swirl modeling, light-duty diesel engine, PIV,

swirl center, RANS, KIVA

1. Introduction

Energy efficiency and environmental sustainability concerns are driving

internal combustion engine research towards looking for more effective com-

bustion strategies that can maintain extremely low emissions levels in-cylinder,

while achieving very high indicated efficiencies [1]. Homogeneous-charge,

partially-premixed and reactivity-controlled compression ignition (HCCI, PPCI,

RCCI) combustion strategies rely on forming locally ignitable mixtures at

typically highly dilute and low temperature limits [2]. All of these strate-

gies present a number of challenges from the modelling point of view. In

partially-premixed compression ignition (PPCI) combustion, in particular,

fuel is directly injected into the combustion chamber earlier than in conven-

tional diesel combustion modes, to allow for premixed mixture preparation

prior to ignition. Dilute, low-temperature charge conditions and high swirl

ratios enable the feasibility of this combustion mode, allowing time for some

degree of premixing to be achieved for all the fuel; however, the heterogeneous

presence of locally fuel-lean and locally fuel-rich mixtures at the ignition can

lead to significant engine-out carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydro-

carbons (UHC) emissions arising from bulk overly-lean regions that do not

completely ignite [3].

High-speed, direct-injection Diesel engines (HSDI) are particularly suit-
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able for applying low-load, partially premixed combustion strategies, due

to their swirl-tailored-intake-duct designs that allow high swirl ratios to be

achieved within the combustion chamber, fostering fuel-air mixing before ig-

nition of the richest regions occurs [4, 5]. The light-duty optical diesel engine

facility at the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has provided significant

insight into the mechanisms that rule the sources of UHC and CO emissions

arising from low-load PPC combustion [3–13]. In the studies, a Planar Laser

Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) based experimental technique was developed

to analyze local mixture formation by evaluating the local distribution of

equivalence ratios throughout most of the combustion chamber volume. Ex-

periments were performed at different horizontal planes that spanned the

squish region, the piston rim region where jet impingement occurs, and the

deep in-bowl region which is affected by bowl shape design. A comprehensive

review of these local equivalence ratio measurements for PPC engine oper-

ation can be found in [14]. Detailed studies on the fluid flow properties of

this engine facility were carried out by Opat [15] and Petersen [16]. These

comprehensive experimental studies provide a unique quantitative validation

opportunity for engine computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models.

Widely adopted sector mesh engine simulations have not been able to cap-

ture local mixture preparation and jet-to-jet differences that are responsible

for most of UHC and CO emissions [5, 17], even when excellently reproduc-

ing the overall in-cylinder ignition behavior. For this reason, the focus of the

present study was a thorough description of the engine fluid flow properties,

using a comprehensive computational model of the experimental engine facil-

ity. Validations are performed against flow-bench swirl and in-cylinder PIV
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measurements. The importance of correct fluid flow modeling for high-speed,

direct-injected diesel engines, and the usefulness of PIV measurements as a

tool for understanding the fluid flow structures and to support the modeling,

are well established [18–24]. The model was used to study the implications

of the interactions between the flow field and temperature stratification on

the formation of pollutants in globally lean, low-temperature combustion

strategies.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the computational model is de-

scribed with a focus on the modeling of the variable-swirl generation throt-

tles. Then the fluid flow predictions at a number of swirl conditions against

measurements of swirl ratios, local velocities, and swirl center positions, are

validated for full induction stroke calculations in motored engine operation.

Finally, the validated model is used to study the effects of different throttling

strategies on the in-cylinder fluid flow structure, and compared with sector

mesh simulations. The results show the good accuracy of the Reynolds-

averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach in capturing ensemble-averaged

flow field properties, the significant differences in the average velocity field

caused by different throttling strategies, and the substantial lack of resolution

of simplified sector mesh modeling at capturing local average and turbulent

quantities.

2. Engine model development

The engine is derived from a modified 1.9L General Motors (GM) produc-

tion engine. The optical piston assembly retains the full geometric properties

of the production piston, with slight differences in the top land ring crevice
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volume, fitted for experimental imagery [7]. As a basis for the fluid flow cal-

culations, an unstructured version of the KIVA family of codes was used [25–

27]. The code solves the RANS ensemble-averaged Navier-Stokes equations

on complex engine geometries using an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)

scheme. Fluid flow turbulence is accounted for by means of the ReNormal-

ization Group (RNG) closure for the two-equation k-ε model [28]. In order

to match the non-negligible compressibility of the optical piston assembly, a

previously validated static compressibility model for the connecting rod was

used [5]. The code also features additional models for efficient combustion

chemistry calculations, including a sparse analytical Jacobian chemistry code

for chemical kinetics (SpeedCHEM) [29, 30] and a high-dimensional cell clus-

tering algorithm [31, 32].

The computational grid of the single cylinder engine features 559867 cells

and 585189 vertices, and was developed based on the detailed geometry files

of the combustion chamber, cylinder head, intake and exhaust ducts and

runners, as shown in Figure 1. The intake section was modeled up to the in-

take plenum, including the merging cross section ducts at the intake plenum

flange. The chamfered piston geometry, including the bowl shape, valve cut-

outs and top land ring crevice was obtained from the optical piston assembly.

The unstructured grid capability kept the number of cells in the discretized

geometry as low as possible, while resolving the fluid flow in the near-valve

regions and at the walls. Circular geometric features, including the piston

bowl, cylinder liner, as well as the valves and their seats, were modeled mak-

ing use of o-grid structures that allow body-fitted meshes with high-quality
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and optimal aspect-ratio cells that avoid non-convex or degenerate cells at

the walls that could cause solution convergence problems. Finally, in order

to achieve a numerically converged prediction of the intake mass flux through

the valves, the code was modified to allow an arbitrary number of cell layers

at the valve opening, to describe the valve skirt, so that the valve profiles

could be faithfully modeled. It was found that using 13 cell layers at the

maximum valve lift provided converged intake mass flow predictions.

The experimental setup from low-load, slightly boosted PPC operating con-

ditions was used to set the initialization and boundary conditions for the

induction stroke simulations, as represented in Figure 2 and reported in Ta-

ble 1. As Figure 2 shows, some assumptions were needed for the temperature

field initialisation. As for the pressure and velocity fields, different initial sim-

ulation crank angles before the exhaust valve closing (EVC) were tested and

it was seen that all the simulations quickly converged to the same in-cylinder

conditions after the end of the valve overlap period.

3. Variable intake swirl device modeling

In the experimental engine facility different intake swirl ratios are achieved

by means of throttling devices placed in the intake ports [15, 33]. A metal

plate, similar to the one represented in Figure 3, is placed between the cylin-

der head and the intake runners. The intake air flows through two throttle-

restricted ducts whose cross-sectional area is constant, and has the same

shape as at the junction between the head and the intake runners. Both

throttles are fixed, by means of a system of pins placed at the top of the

throttling device, at different angles that vary from 0 (throttle fully closed)
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Figure 1: Meshing details for the combustion chamber and head regions.
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Figure 2: Computational model initialisation for induction stroke simulations. Red items

represents experiment-based settings; blue items represent assumed values.
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Engine specifications

Bore x stroke [mm] 82.0 x 90.4

Displacement [cm3] 477.2

Nominal compression ratio 16.4 : 1

Squish height at top dead center (TDC) [mm] 0.88

Operating conditions

Engine speed [rev/min] 1500

Intake charge composition [mole fr.]

10%O2

81%N2

9%CO2

Intake pressure [bar] 1.5

Exhaust pressure [bar] 1.56

Intake temperature [K] 372

Table 1: Engine specifications and operating conditions for the validation cases.
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to 90 degrees (throttle fully open). In the experiments, 20 equally-spaced

pins, numbered from 0 to 19, were used that subdivide the total angle span.

Different throttling strategies are used to generate higher or lower swirl ratios

than the original, non throttled engine configuration, that has a nominal swirl

ratio of Rs = 2.2. As seen in Figure 4, the flow within the helical port has

higher velocities than that within the tangential port, and when entering the

combustion chamber it fosters intense local vortical structures. On the other

hand, flow entering the combustion chamber from the tangential port adds a

significant amount of momentum with no particular vortical structure, but is

diverted by the cylinder wall to generate a swirling structure on the scale of

the cylinder bore. The helical port is typically throttled in order to achieve

higher swirl ratios. In this case, the pressure drop induced by the throttle

reduces the mass flow through the helical port, and a greater percentage of

the inducted mass flows through the tangential port where it contributes ef-

ficiently to the generation of large-scale swirl structures. In order to achieve

lower swirl ratios, the tangential port is throttled. The throttling reduces the

total momentum re-directed into large-scale swirl structures, leaving most of

the swirl generation to the helical port flow. As the flow entering from the

helical port is more localized, with a swirl center that is offset from the cylin-

der axis, it does not contribute as effectively to the large-scale swirl as the

flow through the tangential port. Moreover, there is significant interaction

between the flows from the two ports, which can result in a non-monotonic

variation in swirl generation as the various ports are throttled. Generally,

the variation in swirl is considerably more complex as the tangential port is

throttled.
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Figure 3: Intake port throttling devices (photograph). Left: detail of helical (rectangu-

lar shape) and tangential (round shape) throttles and ducts. Right: detail of throttle

orientation system

Figure 4: Predicted velocity streamlines at bottom dead center (BDC) during the intake

stroke. Non throttled engine configuration. Streamline seed centered 1cm below firedeck,

radially displaced 2.5cm towards the intake ducts.
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3.1. Modelling of the throttling devices

A code was developed for generating throttle valves with arbitrary orien-

tation in the mesh, as follows:

1. The cell layer to be deactivated in the grid topology was identified;

2. For nearly closed throttles, two near-wall vertical cell side columns were

kept as fluid cells to prevent the throttle from fully closing;

3. The throttle plate cell flags were set to ‘inactive’, and all of their face

flags were set to ‘solid wall’;

4. The thickness of the cell layer was modified to the throttle valve thick-

ness;

5. Throttle nodes were rotated around the throttle axis, and the sur-

rounding duct nodes accordioned at progressively smaller angles, so as

to both avoid non-convex cells, and to keep a good cell aspect ratio in

the region surrounding the throttle.

Figure 5 reports example results of the throttle generation procedure. At the

top both throttles are rotated to pin 15, corresponding to an opening angle

of 71.05◦, and a stream-wise layer of cells is used for the generation. At the

bottom, they are rotated to pin 3 (15.00◦), and a cross-sectional layer is used

for the generation. As the figure shows, the modeled throttle geometry is

simplified. No stem is modeled, whose width may have an impact on the

intake flow when the throttle is almost completely open. Furthermore, the

throttle surface is assumed to be a rectangular-shaped plate, and its area

deviates from the exact one when the throttle is in near-closed position, as

two cell layers need to be left for the fluid flow modelling. Note also that, in
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Figure 5: Computational modelling of the intake port throttling valves: (left) helical port,

(right) tangential port throttle.

these latest conditions, having only one layer of fluid cells between the two

walls is consistent with velocity wall boundary layer treatment in the code.

4. Results

In order to reproduce in-cylinder intake fluid flow conditions, the simu-

lations of the intake stroke were run, using the initial and boundary value

settings reported in Figure 2, starting from crank angle CA = 340◦ after top

dead center (ATDC) (approximately 36 degrees before exhaust valve clos-

ing, and 5 degrees before the intake valve opening). This initialization was

chosen after a sensitivity analysis study where it was seen that initial simu-

lation times up to CA = 300◦ATDC did not change the predicted flow field

structure and swirl ratio values noticeably.
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4.1. Intake swirl ratio

The full engine geometry with intake throttle valve generation method-

ology was validated against flow-bench swirl ratio measurements carried out

with the same cylinder head [15]. Two sets of experimental swirl ratio mea-

surements were available. One, featuring throttling of the helical port, with

the tangential port in the fully open configuration; and one, where the tan-

gential port was throttled, with the tangential port set at three different

positions: fully open (pin = 19), and partially open (pin = 15 and pin = 11).

In order to evaluate the swirl ratio from the simulations, a common momentum-

based definition was applied to the velocity field in the cylinder region as [25]:

Rs =
60

2πn

∑
imi [(xi − xC) vi − (yi − yC)ui]∑
imi

[
(xi − xC)2 − (yi − yC)2] , (1)

where C = (xC , yC , zC) represents the center of mass of the whole combustion

chamber fluid region, i is the loop index on all cylinder fluid nodes, where

velocities are stored in the staggered grid approach, mi is the mass of the

momentum cell around the i-th node, (ui, vi, wi) the instantaneous velocity

components at node i, and n = 1500rev/min the current engine rotational

speed. Figure 6 reports the average cylinder swirl ratio behavior during the

induction and compression strokes, when throttling the helical port. In this

transient flow condition, and for all the port configurations, the swirl ratio

had a maximum around −240◦ATDC, approximately 30 degrees after the

piston reached its maximum velocity point during the intake stroke.

These results highlight how transient flow conditions cannot be directly

compared to steady state measurements carried out on a swirl meter bench,

where no piston is present and the pressure drop across the valves is fixed.
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Although the transient flow can be approximated as a weighted sum of steady

flow bench results at multiple valve lifts, it should be noted that even with

the accurate impulse-based swirl meter of [15], the results can be affected

by a 10% error bias [34]. From the present results, it appears that the

closest approximation to the weighted swirl bench result occurs at CA =

−270◦, when the piston is at its maximum velocity and the intake valves

are approaching the maximum lift near CA = 465◦. The peak swirl ratio

was predicted to occur at approximately CA = −240◦, indicating that the

generation of swirl is dominated by the flows entering the cylinder at high

valve lifts – in agreement with measured flow bench data. After CA = −240◦,

and up to about CA = −190◦, a steeper descent of the swirl ratio is seen

as swirl decays and more mass enters the cylinder under less favorable swirl

generating conditions. In this study, the maximum predicted swirl ratio

during the intake was used as a reference for the comparison with the flow-

bench swirl data. The predicted in-cylinder local tangential velocity profiles

were also compared with PIV measurements available for the same engine

[16].

In Figure 7 the peak predicted intake swirl ratios when throttling the helical

port were compared to the experiments in [15]. The experiments show devi-

ations of up to 20%, especially for the highest swirl configurations, where the

helical port is almost completely closed. The simulations are seen to match

the swirl trends with the different throttle orientations extremely well, and

also the absolute predicted maximum swirl ratio values are very close to the

experimental ones. For the ‘fully open’ throttle configuration with nominal

Rs = 2.2, where interference of the throttle model with the intake flow is
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Figure 6: Predicted in-cylinder swirl ratios during the intake stroke. Tangential port open

(pin = 19), helical port throttled.

minimal, the difference between predicted and measured swirl is of about

1.59%.

Throughout all the tested throttle orientations two major critical regions

for the simplified throttle model could be seen. First, a step in the predicted

swirl was seen when moving from the fully closed throttle (pin=0, no intake

flow through the helical port) to an almost closed configuration (pin=2 ÷

5). In this region, the modeled cross-sectional area closed by the throttle

valve has the major deviations from the exact value due to the need to leave

one layer of cells at the wall. However, two of the three sets of repeated

experimental measurements show similar signs of a step in the swirl ratio

when approaching the fully closed helical port configuration. As the velocity

streamlines and contours suggest in Figure 8 for the closed (pin=0) and

almost closed (pin=1) helical port configurations, closure of the helical port
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Figure 7: Comparison between measured (colors) and predicted (black) swirl ratio values

at different helical port throttle orientations, and tangential port fully open. Experiments

feature three different engine heads with the same nominal geometry.

results in a corresponding change in the in-cylinder flow structure. At this

condition, the in-cylinder vortex structure is much more similar to a rigid

vortex configuration than when some weak flow through the helical port is

present too. In this case, the inner part of the vortex structure, close to the

cylinder axis, shows significant tilting throughout the cylinder height.

Figure 9 reports the tangential port throttling validation at three different

fixed orientations of the helical port throttle. Again, the model shows similar

behavior to the experiments. When the helical port is in its fully open con-

figuration (red line in the plot, or helical throttle fixed to pin 19), the helical

throttle plate is placed streamwise, not significantly decelerating the flow.

Thus, significantly larger velocities enter the combustion chamber from the

helical port than from the tangential port in these cases (as also confirmed
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Figure 8: Comparison of predicted fluid flow structures at BDC during the intake stroke,

tangential port fully open, helical port pin 1 (left) or 0, closed port (right).
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later, in Figure 19, case Rs = 2.2). In these simulations, the average relative

error in the predicted swirl ratio with the measured steady state bench val-

ues was almost constant, and averaged about 5.59% for all valve orientation

angles. The overestimation of flow deceleration which had been experienced

for the partialized helical throttle was seen in the tangential port study too

(green line, or helical pin = 15; blue line, or pin = 11), resulting in overall

performance being not as good as for the tangential port sweep with fully-

open helical port.

The simulations of Figure 9 also confirmed the different roles played by

tangential port throttling in swirl generation. When throttling the tangential

port, the overall swirl ratio decreases almost monotonically, confirming that

the tangential port provides most of the large-scale swirl momentum. This

trend is only interrupted when the tangential port throttle approaches very

small opening angles, and the helical port is fully open. As in these cases

most of the intake mass flows through the open helical port, if the tangential

port allows for almost no flow to enter the cylinder, the spin created by the

helical port shape is enough to keep the overall swirl ratio at values greater

than Rs = 2.0. This also confirms the effectiveness of the helical port shape

as a swirl enhancer.

4.2. In-cylinder tangential velocity profiles

In order to establish a correlation between the predicted intake swirl ra-

tios and the effective in-cylinder swirl velocities, a set of PIV measurements

carried out during motored engine operation with the same experimental

setup as that modeled was used [16]. In the experiments, the engine was op-
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured (dashed lines) and predicted (solid lines) swirl ratios

at different tangential port throttle orientations.

erated in motoring conditions with the same throttling strategies. Ensemble

averaged velocity components were measured at fixed horizontal planes in

the squish region during the compression stroke. Three different swirl ratios,

nominally Rs = 2.2, 3.5, 4.5, were tested whose valve orientation details are

reported in Table 2.

In sector mesh simulations, a tangential velocity profile is typically set

within the combustion chamber at intake valve closure (IVC) with Bessel

function behavior. In a previous study [5], the information provided by the

experiments not only in terms of swirl ratio values, but also about the op-

timal Bessel function shape coefficient (α = 2.20) for this engine were used

to initialize sector mesh simulations. However, the results showed that the

simulations significantly deviated from the measured velocity profiles as the
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Figure 10: Azimuthally-averaged tangential velocity profiles, nominal swirl ratio Rs =

2.20, on a plane 3 mm below the firedeck, during the compression stroke. (marks) Ex-

periments from [16], (solid lines) simulations with full geometry, (dashed lines) simulation

with sector mesh and Bessel fit (α = 2.2) velocity profile initialization.

piston approached TDC. Since injection occurs during the last part of the

compression stroke, and the formation of lean air-fuel mixture regions that

leads to significant amounts of CO and UHC is strongly influenced by the

local flow field, this discrepancy is important.

The predicted tangential velocity profiles with the present full engine simula-

tions are reported in Figures 10 and 11 for the throttle conditions of Table 2

(a shift of few pin positions towards smaller numbers and angles was applied

to compensate for the smaller area of the simplified throttle). Data were also

compared with results from the same cases, simulated using a sector mesh.

The tangential velocity profiles were reconstructed by identifying the cell
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edges intersecting the measurement plane, and linearly interpolating their

nodal velocity values to the horizontal plane. Then, the tangential velocities

were calculated at the vertices, and binned into 100 uniformly spaced radial

bins. The predicted velocity profiles at the nominal swirl ratio Rs = 2.2

(wide open throttles), at a horizontal plane 3mm below the fire-deck, at

crank angles of 50, 35, 25 degrees before top dead center (BTDC) during

the compression stroke, are compared with the PIV measurements in Figure

10. The predicted profiles match well the experimental measurements at the

three crank angles. The most significant deviation is seen where the piston

is closest to top dead center, where a peak in the tangential velocity is pre-

dicted in the 2.0 to 2.5cm radius interval. As the piston bowl rim radius is

at 2.3 cm from the cylinder axis, this region was observed to be particularly

challenging for the PIV measurements due to optical distortion caused by

the curved bowl surfaces below the bowl rim region [16].

When the same cases were simulated using a sector mesh, the predicted tan-

gential velocity profiles showed a noticeably different behavior. In the sector

simulations no geometry details are present in the squish region such as the

valve cut-outs. The comparison with the full geometry results shows that

the lack of elements that oppose the swirling motion in this region leads

to an overall overestimation of the tangential velocity profiles (Figure 10),

and an overall higher velocity peak at the bowl rim. The absence of effects

from geometric details is also evident when looking at different swirl ratio

values. Comparing the full geometry simulations with the sector simulations

in Figure 11, the sector predicted tangential velocities still follow Bessel-like
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Figure 12: Comparison between full engine geometry (top) and sector mesh (bottom)

predictions of in-cylinder velocity magnitudes at TDC, on a vertical cross-sectional plane

bisecting the combustion chamber.

behavior at 35 degrees before TDC, while the full engine geometry simulation

captures both the actual absolute velocity values, and the change in velocity

trend that occurs at radii greater than about 2cm, yet due to bowl rim effects.

The comparison between sector mesh initialization and the induction stroke

generated swirl from the full geometry simulation, shows that the vortical

structure has differences that go beyond the averaged distribution of tan-

gential velocity profiles. Looking at Figure 12, significant differences can be

noted in the velocity field within the piston bowl at TDC when comparing

the two different simulation approaches. While the full geometry simulation

shows a region of high velocity magnitude near the piston bowl rim that

extends inwards to the valve seat edge, the sector mesh simulation predicts
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higher velocity components until deep within the piston bowl. This effect

was found to be primarily due to the flow field initialisation. When the sec-

tor mesh simulation is started, the flow field is set as a function of radius

assuming that the swirling flow rotates within a perfectly cylindrical com-

bustion chamber, and thus the velocity profile in the piston bowl has the

same values as a function of radius as in the squish region of the combustion

chamber. The full geometry simulations however show that this assumption

is inappropriate, as the swirl momentum penetrates only marginally within

the bowl. This is expected to have consequences on predictions of fuel spray

penetration which is influenced by the in-cylinder flows.

The present comparisons with sector mesh predictions show errors in cap-

turing local flow field properties due to the simplifications introduced by

neglecting geometric details and inaccurate fluid flow initialization at the

intake valve closure.

Swirl ratio Experimental pin Modeled pin

nominal max. IVC T H T H

Rs = 1.5 1.683 1.393 7 15 15 15

Rs = 2.2 2.389 2.091 19 19 19 19

Rs = 3.5 4.799 3.895 19 7 19 3

Rs = 4.5 6.039 4.804 19 5 19 1

Table 2: Predicted swirl ratio values at the four reference operating conditions of [5].

4.3. Swirl center tilt and precession

As a result of the non-symmetric intake port design, the swirling flow has

a non-axisymmetric structure. This has been thought to lead to differences
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Figure 13: Predicted tangential velocity field at the measurement plane, 3mm below

firedeck, Rs = 2.2, 50◦ bTDC. ‘+’ mark indicates calculated swirl center.

among the spray jets [22]. Indeed, the swirl center deviates from the cylinder

axis, as shown in Figure 13 for one of the flow field validation cases. The

experiments showed that, regardless of the intake throttling strategy, the

swirl center exhibited two distinct behaviors [16]: 1) a counter-clockwise

precession during the compression stroke, induced by the strong, coherent

momentum entering the combustion chamber from the tangential port; 2) a

vertical tilt behavior that shifts the swirl center towards the intake ports. In

the experiments, the swirl center position was measured within the horizontal

planes of the PIV measurements.

In order to identify the center of the three dimensional vortical fluid flow
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structures in the simulations, a similar procedure to the one adopted for the

tangential velocity profile estimation was established. First, the predicted

velocity arrays were evaluated at the measurement plane by interpolating the

velocity data at the intersecting cell edges. The gamma function proposed

by Graftieaux et al. [35] was used for vortex center identification on a plane

with normal unity vector ẑ:

Γ (P ) =
1

S

∫
M∈Ω

(
~PM × ~vM

)
· ẑ∥∥∥ ~PM

∥∥∥ · ‖~vM‖ dS (2)

=
1

S

∫
M∈Ω

sin (θM)dS.

In Eq. 2, P and M are points in the planar domain Ω, which has total

area S; ~vM is the velocity vector at point M , and ‖·‖ denotes Euclidean

vector norm; θM represents the angle between the velocity vector at point

M and the position vector, ~PM . This formulation yields results in the [0, 1]

interval, and represents the sine of the average angle under which an arbitrary

point sees all of the velocity arrays in the domain. If the gamma function

is evaluated at the swirl center of a rigid vortex, all of the velocity arrays

are seen under a 90-degree angle, and Γ = 1. As the real vortex is non-

rigid and non-circular, the vortex center was assumed to be the point in

the domain where the gamma value is maximum. Furthermore, in order to

remove surface area dependency of the formulation, the velocity vectors at

the evaluation plane were further interpolated onto a equally-spaced, uniform

grid using cubic spline interpolation [36]. A total of 200 interpolation points

per linear dimension was used, providing an average center of swirl resolution

accuracy of about 0.41mm, and a total of 31015 gamma evaluation positions
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on the horizontal section. The gamma function evaluation was approximated

to its formulation for a uniform grid discretization, having a total number of

points npts, as:

Γ (P ) =
1

npts

npts∑
i=1

(sin (θi)). (3)

The predicted swirl center positions were compared with the PIV mea-

surements of Petersen and Miles [16]. In Figure 14 the predicted swirl center

precession on a horizontal plane 3 mm below the firedeck is shown for three

throttle configurations and at the three crank angles during the compres-

sion stroke already used for the tangential velocity profile study. Radii of

uncertainty in the experimental measurements that were of the order of few

millimeters, have not been included in the figure. Interestingly, all the sim-

ulations capture the counter-clockwise precession of the swirl center well at

all three swirl ratios. Furthermore, the swirl center position, being stably

placed on the exhaust-side semi-half of the combustion chamber, is consis-

tently predicted by all the simulations. Only the case with Rs = 4.5 shows

some deviations in terms of the absolute swirl center positions compared to

the experimental measurements, while both lower swirl ratio cases capture

the swirl center positions very well. It should be noted that the eccentricity

of the swirl center is only of the order of few millimeters, as the measurement

plane was very close to the cylinder head.

As shown also in Figure 8, the in-cylinder vortical structure is significantly

twisted. This can be seen also in terms of the swirl center position when

the horizontal measurement plane was placed at different distances from the

fire-deck. In Figure 15, the swirl center extrapolation from the PIV measure-
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ments at three planes respectively placed 3, 10, 18 mm below the fire-deck

is again compared with the predictions. All of the cases show a consistent

movement of the swirl center from the exhaust half of the combustion cham-

ber towards the intake half when moving downwards towards the piston, and

this behavior is quite similar at the different intake swirl ratios. The model

was found to replicate this behavior well. However, the amount of eccen-

tricity towards the intake side at the lowest plane positions was consistently

under-predicted by about 10-15 mm. It should be noted that these inaccura-

cies reflect the fact that the comparison plane is very close to the fire-deck,

where the impact of the presence of valves and valve seats on the local fluid

flow is relevant.

The simulations show that the complex shape of the swirl flow affects signif-

icantly the overall momentum within the combustion chamber. Compared

with the sector mesh simulation, where the rigid vortical structure is con-

served throughout the compression stroke, as shown in Figure 16, a different

behavior is seen. First, when the vortex captures the real, twisted and moving

non-axisymmetric placement of the swirl centers, not all of the swirl centers

throughout the combustion chamber height are aligned with the global center

of mass at every horizontal section. Thus, part of the swirling velocity arrays

count as negative components in the overall swirl ratio calculation. Fur-

thermore, the full geometry representation incorporates details of the piston

surface and of the cylinder head that act as barriers to the flow when, ap-

proaching TDC, the piston surface is extremely close to the cylinder head.

This effect is not present in the sector mesh simulation, where no valve cut-
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outs or recesses are modeled. Thus, the swirl ratio predicted with the sector

mesh shows a stronger increase during the compression stroke, as it is closer

to idealized angular momentum conservation conditions.

A very different behavior is instead predicted by the full calculation which

exhibits a much stronger momentum dissipation effect until after top dead

center. Conversely, the decay appears to be slower late during the expansion

stroke. This has a direct effect on the predicted in-cylinder turbulence, that

significantly affects fuel-air mixing and combustion development, as shown

in Figure 17. In particular, the turbulence model length scale is related to

combustion chamber geometric details [37], and is similarly captured by both

simulation approaches. However, the predicted turbulent kinetic energy and

its dissipation rate differ by a factor of three, with the sector mesh approach

dramatically underestimating the turbulence properties even after their arbi-
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Figure 16: Comparison between predicted in-cylinder swirl ratios throughout the com-

pression and expansion strokes with a sector mesh or full engine modelling for nominal

Rs = 2.2 configuration.

trarily high initialization at IVC. The high values of turbulent intensity and

kinetic energy imposed at the initialisation are seen to be quickly dissipated

in the axysimmetric flow simulation. It should be noted that, consistent with

the underpredicted turbulence quantities, fuel-air mixing with sector mesh

simulations of partially premixed combustion [5] is significantly underesti-

mated.

4.4. Impact of swirl generation throttling strategies on the in-cylinder flow

structure

With the fluid flow characteristics validated against the available exper-

imental measurements, it was of interest to explore swirl effects on overall

fluid flow structures. The impact of different swirl ratios on the ignition of a
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partially-premixed fuel-air mixture following a single injection event occur-

ring at CA = −23.5◦ ATDC has been studied experimentally [38]. In these

experiments the four nominal swirl ratios of Table 2 were used, and it was

found that ignition was advanced not only at increasing swirl ratio, but also

at the lowest swirl ratio Rs = 1.5. This was thought to result from rich

mixture pockets being found in the squish region near top dead center [5].

Figure 18 shows the mass flux fraction of the cumulative intake mass en-

tering the combustion chamber through the tangential port. According to

the modeling results, in the fully open position the intake fluxes between the

ports is extremely close to 50%. However, the swirl enhancement or reduc-

tion strategies lead to imbalances: lower swirl ratios bring mass imbalance

towards the helical port at an average of 0.47% per tangential throttle degree,

while higher swirl ratios shift the mass imbalance towards the tangential port

at a higher rate of an average of 0.61% per helical throttle degree.

The overall intake flow structure is significantly affected by the imbalances,

as reported in Figure 19. At the reference operating condition, Rs = 2.20,

peak velocity magnitudes are seen within the helical port, and the local spin

leads to a significantly tilted, and slightly chaotic, in-cylinder vortex struc-

ture. This behavior is significantly amplified as the swirl ratio is decreased

up to Rs = 1.5, where most of the mass flow previously entering through

the tangential port is now missing. This leads to a much less coherent vorti-

cal structure at TDC that presents significantly more non-swirling velocities

with stronger vertical components and a globally more chaotic structure.

On the contrary, as the flow through the tangential port becomes domi-
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Figure 18: Cumulative intake mass flux fraction flowing through the tangential port versus
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nant and high swirl ratios are achieved, the structure of the in-cylinder bulk

flow progressively approximates a more regular, almost rigid vortex, with

small vertical velocity components, and most streamlines almost homoge-

neously occupy the near-liner, bulk swirling region. Interestingly, in these

cases the stronger near-liner momentum appears to confine the velocity com-

ponents induced by the helical port within the center part of the cylinder,

near the axis of symmetry.

4.5. Flow field non-uniformity effects on temperature stratification

Investigations on the effects of thermal and composition stratification on

HCCI combustion [39, 40] have shown sensitivity of the start of combus-

tion and of the combustion development to these parameters. In particular,

a strong directionality of the ignition within the combustion chamber was
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Figure 19: Predicted velocity magnitude contours at BDC during the intake stroke. Nom-

inal swirl ratios: Rs = 1.5, 2.2, 3.5, 4.5. (top) port velocities, seen from the top; (bottom)

vertical section crossing the intake valve axes, including in-cylinder velocity streamlines.

observed even in very well mixed fuel-air mixtures, where a purely thermal

temperature stratification of about 20K was present. The present full in-

duction stroke simulations showed that similar temperature stratification is

present in the engine in the current study, as reported in Figure 20 at intake

valve closing, and in Figure 21 at top dead center, for the baseline Rs = 2.20

operating condition. As previously seen in Figure 19, some of the swirl ratio

generation strategies induce vortical structures that have fewer vertical com-

ponents. As the temperature stratification at IVC conveys, the lack of verti-

cal transport also leads to a less efficient scavenging of the warmer exhaust

products that partially remain within the piston bowl. Thus, a significant

temperature stratification of about 40 K is seen throughout the combustion

chamber. More importantly, a temperature stratification of the order of 10K
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Figure 20: Predicted in-cylinder temperature stratification within the combustion chamber

at IVC, Rs = 2.20.

Figure 21: Predicted in-cylinder temperature stratification within the combustion chamber

at TDC, Rs = 2.20.

survives mixing occurring during compression until top dead center, where

a warmer charge core is seen to be present within the piston bowl, located

between the helical intake port and one of the exhaust ports. Analyzing the

effects of temperature stratification on combustion was beyond the scope of

the present study, but such levels of inhomogeneity are known to affect the

overall engine combustion behavior in HCCI operation [40].
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5. Concluding Remarks

The present study focused on the development and validation of fluid flow

predictions of an optically accessible, single cylinder light-duty diesel engine.

A computational model of the full engine geometry was developed, includ-

ing the detailed geometry of the exhaust and intake ducts, up to the intake

plenum. The use of a body-fitted mesh allowed resolution of wall boundary

regions, including the cylinder liner, the valve seats, and the valve passages.

A simplified but geometrically correct model of the port throttle valves was

used to achieve different in-cylinder swirl ratios as seen in experiments. The

derived swirl ratio predictions were compared for different swirl generation

strategies, and the local flow field properties were validated against steady-

state swirl bench and PIV measurements [15, 16]. The validated results were

then used to understand how different swirl generation strategies affect the

in-cylinder flow structures, and the implications that simplified fluid flow

modelling has on the predictiveness of widely adopted sector mesh simula-

tions.

The following conclusions were drawn:

• The present RANS turbulence modeling approach is suitable for com-

putational modelling of cycle-averaged experimental measurements. No

noticeable differences in the flow field characteristics were seen when

multi-cycle simulations were run;

• The simulation results for the reference, non-throttled operating con-

dition with Rs = 2.2 showed an excellent agreement with the measured
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flow quantities, including the overall swirl ratio, the tangential velocity

profiles, and the swirl center tilt and precession;

• The simplified intake throttle model was able to replicate the experi-

mental measurements;

• The simulations provide understanding of how the intake flows generate

the in-cylinder swirl and reveal the flow structures seen when either the

tangential or the helical ports are throttled. These results are helpful

for spray and combustion simulations to understand the role of flow field

non-uniformities on ignition in partially premixed combustion modes;

• The study revealed shortcomings of simplified sector mesh modelling

on global fluid flow predictions and in-cylinder turbulence development,

and their effects on local mixture temperature and composition strati-

fication predictions;

• The present model can be used to further study turbulence, spray and

combustion models for dilute, low-temperature combustion strategies.
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